
WIKIMEDIA ALLIANCES FUND
Application form

Please note: The portal does not autosave;  therefore, you must click the [Save] button to ensure your
data will not be lost. All questions in bold are required. We have created this guide to help you with each
step of the application that includes an explanation for each question and some simple examples. We
hope it helps answer any doubts but please reach out to us if you need help! We encourage applicants
to prepare their proposals offline by downloading the Alliances Support Fund application form here (also
available in French, Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic, Russian, Mandarin Chinese, and German). If you need
any support or have any questions please email us. This application can be filled in any language.

Brief Instructions

The Wikimedia Alliances Fund supports mission-aligned organizations that are part of the Free
Knowledge Ecosystem, work in regions and communities that are underrepresented in our movement,
and can partner with the Wikimedia Movement to amplify each other's work.

The Wikimedia Alliances Fund supports organizations that can contribute toward the mission or
movement strategy of the Wikimedia Foundation, especially those that promote knowledge equity. We
emphasize the need for underrepresented communities and historically marginalized communities in the
movement to have access to the resources they need to accomplish their goals. Projects from
mission-aligned organizations and groups can focus on supporting contributors, editors, content,
advocacy, and awareness.

Introduction:

Welcome to our application form. Before filling out the form, think about the vision and values that define
the Wikimedia Movement and what we look for in our grants. Consider how your proposal fits into this
and how you will help build this.

● Our vision is a world in which every single human can freely share in the sum of all knowledge.
We believe that everyone has the potential to contribute something to our shared knowledge and
that everyone should be able to access that knowledge, free of interference.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e3FG_8_2w7cIYu9mHfpv_z1n6ZRU6CL8MbgZ-elr4hU/edit#


● We believe our communities of contributors should be as diverse, inclusive, and accessible as
possible. We want these communities to be positive, safe, and healthy environments for anyone
who joins (and wants to join) them, free from harassment and prejudice.

● Please take some time to read our Friendly Space Policy and the Universal Code of Conduct
that defines a minimum set of guidelines of expected and unacceptable behavior. If you have
any questions or concerns about these policies we would like to work together with you to
address them.

Eligibility Section

Thank you for your interest in applying for an Alliances Fund. First, we would like to know a bit about
you. Before answering this question, please check the Eligibility requirements.

A. Are you applying as a(n):

Mission-aligned organization

1. B. Full name of organization presenting the proposal
2. Main Office/Satellite
3. Primary Contact
4. Primary Signatory
5. Secondary Contact
6. Secondary Signatory

C. Contact email for this proposal

D. Please provide the contact details of a secondary contact (name and email address).

If this proposal requires a co-signatory please provide this contact.

E. Do you have an account on a Wikimedia project?

No

Yes

F. What country are you (individual) or organization based in? Please select just one option.

G. Have you received grants from the Wikimedia Foundation before?

Applied previously and did not receive a grant

Applied previously and did receive a grant

Did not apply previously

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Friendly_space_policies
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Universal_Code_of_Conduct/Policy_text
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:Administration/Eligibility#Requirements_by_Grantee_type


H. Have you received grants from any other organization before?

No

Yes

Applicant Information

1. Do you have a fiscal sponsor?

No

Yes

A fiscal sponsor is an organization that administers a grant on behalf of a grantee. Individuals, groups,
or organizations that wish to apply for funding but cannot or prefer not to administer the grant funds
themselves, may request to receive their grant through a fiscal sponsor organization. The fiscal sponsor
receives the funds from WMF on behalf of the grantee, holds the funds, and dispenses them as agreed
or instructed by the grantee. The grantee is responsible for managing and implementing the funded
project. Fiscal sponsorships may be helpful for: (a) new organizations or groups that have not yet
incorporated or established a bank account where they can receive grant funds; (b) groups or initiatives
that are formed temporarily for a specific purpose; or (c) groups whose circumstances make it hard for a
grantee to receive funds directly. Fiscal sponsorships require two written agreements: An agreement
between WMF and the fiscal sponsor. An agreement between the fiscal sponsor and the grantee, using a
template agreed upon with WMF. The grantee agrees to provide the fiscal sponsor and WMF with
information about the project and may communicate directly with WMF alongside the fiscal sponsor.
Grantees do not need to have a fiscal sponsor identified before they submit their request, but should
identify one before the grant is approved. You can click here for more information on fiscal sponsors.

2. Are you legally registered?

No

Yes

3. What type of organization are you?

For profit organisation

Non profit organisation

Public funded organisation

Other

4. What is your organization or group's mission and how does it align with the Wikimedia
movement? 500 characters limit

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:Fiscal_sponsorships


5. If you would like, please share any websites or social media accounts that your group or organization
has. (optional) 500 character limit

Grant Proposal

Thank you for all this information to get to know you better. We now want to hear your proposal for this
grant.

6. Please state the title of your proposal. Max 500 characters.

7. Please state the proposed start date

8. Please state the proposed end date

9. Where will this proposal be implemented? Please select one country.

10. Indicate if it is a local, international, or regional proposal and if it involves several countries? (optional)

Local

Regional

International

10. Are there any specific sub-regions or areas where your proposal will be implemented? (optional)
If your proposal is going to focus on specific regions within these countries, please describe them
and why they are important. 1000 character limit

11. What is the challenge or problem you are addressing and why is this important? 3000
character limit

12. What is the main objective of your proposal? Please state why you think partnering with
Wikimedia Movement helps to achieve this objective? 500 character limit

13. Describe your main strategies to achieve this objective? 3000 character limit

14. Are you running any in-person event or activities?

No



Yes

15. Please state if your proposal aims to work to bridge any of the identified content knowledge
gaps? Select all that apply. Please refer to the guide for definitions and examples.

Content Gender gap

Age (regency)

Geography

Language

Socioeconomic Status

Sexual Orientation

Important Topics (topics considered to be of impact or important in the specific context)

Cultural background, ethnicity, religion, racial

Not applicable

16. Please state if your proposal includes any of these areas or thematic focus. Please refer to the
guide for definitions and examples.

Education

Advocacy

Human Rights

Public Policy

Climate Change and sustainability

Culture, heritage or GLAM

Open Technology

Diversity

Other

Not applicable

Please note, we had previously asked about inclusion and diversity in terms of CONTENTS, in this
question we are asking about diversity of PARTICIPANTS. Please refer to the guide for definitions and
examples. Please refer to the guide for definitions and examples.

17. Will your work focus on involving participants from any underrepresented communities?
Select all categories that apply.

Gender Identity

Sexual Orientation

Geographic

Ethnic/racial/religious or cultural background

Disabilities

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e3FG_8_2w7cIYu9mHfpv_z1n6ZRU6CL8MbgZ-elr4hU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e3FG_8_2w7cIYu9mHfpv_z1n6ZRU6CL8MbgZ-elr4hU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e3FG_8_2w7cIYu9mHfpv_z1n6ZRU6CL8MbgZ-elr4hU/edit


Linguistic / Language

Socioeconomic status

Age

Digital Access

Not applicable

18. Please tell us more about your target participants. Please include any specific requirements
to participate and describe your strategies to retain participants after your proposal is
implemented. 2500 word limit

19. Do you have plans to work with other Wikimedia communities, groups or affiliates in your
country, or in other countries, to implement this proposal?

Yes (if yes, please answer 19a)

No   (if no, please answer 19b)

19a. If yes. Please tell us about these connections online and offline and how you have let
Wikimedia communities know about this proposal 1000 character limit

19b. If no. Please tell us the reasons why it has not been possible to make these connections.
1000 character limit.

20. Will you be working with other external non-Wikimedian partners to implement this
proposal? Please state whether you will be working with external non-Wikimedia partners. For instance,
grass-roots organizations, NGOs, local or national government, international organizations, businesses,
galleries, museums, or cultural institutions, amongst others. This does not include Wikimedia affiliate
groups (either Chapters, User Groups, or Thematic Groups).

Yes (if yes, please answer 20a)

No   (if no, please answer 20b)

20a. If yes, please describe these partnerships. We are interested in hearing about your
connections to other non-Wikimedia partners and how they will be helping you develop this work and
they are important. Please provide details of the organizations you will be working with, the type of
partnerships.

20b. If Yes, please Indicate sharing of resources from these partners (in-kind support, grants,
donations, payments). 1000 character limit Please provide details about any resources you are hoping
to receive resources from these partners. These can be financial resources or in-kind support in the form
of donations, training, use of spaces or infrastructure, etc.

21. Please tell us how your organization is structured. In this space you can provide details about the
governance and organizational structure to get to know more about your Organization. Also, please provide
details about people within the organization that will be directly involved in the work proposed within this fund.



Please include any aspects that are particularly relevant for implementing this proposal. You can upload a
document of your structure below. 1500 word limit

Upload Documents

22. Do you have the team that is needed to implement this proposal? Please tell us about the
team that will be implementing this proposal, describing their roles and responsibilities.
2000 character limit

23. Please state if your organization or group has a Strategic Plan that can help us further
understand your proposal. You can also upload it here.

No

Yes

Upload Strategic Plan

Upload Documents

Learning, Sharing, Evaluation

We believe that it is very important to evaluate and learn from our grant projects together. Please provide
some ideas of what you want to learn and how you hope to evaluate your work. During the discussion
and feedback of this proposal, we will work with you to define this in more detail and so that it is useful
for our joint learning.

24. What do you hope to learn from this proposal? Describe the main things you would like to learn
from this experience that could help you evaluate the results and also adjust and expand your work
in the future. You can describe this in a way, and with the level of detail, that best suits you. For
example, you can list the questions that you want to ask yourself to see if you achieved the change
that you were hoping to achieve or describe the one main thing that is important for you to learn.



This will very much depend on the focus of your work and if you are experimenting with new
approaches or issues. You can also share learning from past grant experiences or describe your
evaluation plan in more detail. 1500 character limit

25. Core Metrics

These core metrics will not tell all the story about your work, but they are important for measuring some
Movement-wide changes. Please use these core metrics and describe what you hope to achieve and
setting a target, preferably in numbers.

If these core metrics are not relevant to your proposal or you find that they will be difficult to measure
please explain this in the space provided. If you have any doubts about these metrics and the tools
please contact the Regional Program Officer to work with you on this.

space provided.

Please use these definitions as references. For further orientation on metrics, tools, and definitions, refer
to the guide.

● Participants (individuals who attend or benefit from the proposal’s activities, either in person or
virtually. Does not include social media followers, donors, or others not participating directly.

● Editors (people who edit Wikimedia projects, creating or improving content as a result of grantee
activities).

● Organizers (people that make sure that activities can be implemented by providing the necessary
time, support, and knowledge - such as coordinators, trainers, facilitators, etc.).

● New content contributions per Wikimedia project (contents created or improved).

Open to enter core metrics

When you save your application form on Fluxx you will be able to see the summary of your metrics in a
table format.

a. # participants individuals who attend or benefit from the proposal’s activities, either in person (offline)
or virtually (online). They can participate in a number of ways, it does not only include people editing
Wikimedia projects. It does not include social media followers, donors, or others not participating
directly. If possible and relevant for your work we encourage disaggregating by: New participant: first
time participating in Wikimedia events. Returning participant: participant that has participated in
Wikimedia events in other projects or activities.

Metric Description:

Use this space to describe your metric in more detail if necessary. For instance, you can describe the
target participants in more detail or state if there are different targets per type of participant or for each
strategy, program, or activity.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e3FG_8_2w7cIYu9mHfpv_z1n6ZRU6CL8MbgZ-elr4hU/edit#


Target: In number write the total number of participants.

b. # editors people who edit Wikimedia projects, creating or improving content as a result of grantee
activities). If possible and relevant for your work we encourage disaggregating by Newly Registered
Users (new editors): The number of participants that create new accounts on a Wikimedia project as part
of the proposal’s activities or Returning editors: Editors that are already registered prior to the project
activities but participate in editing activities associated with the project.

Metric Description:

Use this space to describe your metric in more detail if necessary. For instance, you can describe the
target editors in more detail or state if there are different targets for new and returning edits or for each
strategy, program, or activity.

Target: In number write the total number of editors.

c. # organizers people that make sure that activities can be implemented by providing the necessary
time, support, and knowledge. This definition includes persons involved in implementing activities such
as planners, coordinators, trainers, teachers, outreach liaisons, advisors, facilitators, publicity leaders,
speakers, etc. Organizers can be volunteers or paid staff. We highly recommend you read this document
about Movement Organizers to understand the roles and challenges of organizers within the Movement.

Metric Description: Use this space to describe your metric in more detail if necessary. For instance, you
can describe the target organizers in more detail or state if there are different targets for different types of
organizers according to their online and offline roles, or for each strategy, program, or activity.

Target: In number write the total number of organizers.

You have the option to write your target for 5 different types of Wikimedia projects. If you hope to
contribute to more projects within a single proposal please use question 27.1 to describe this in further
detail.

d. # of new content contributions per Wikimedia project

Project Name. Select the Wikimedia project you hope to contribute content to. See the table below as a

reference for each Wikimedia project and the content type.

Metric Description: Here you can provide any further details regarding the content type. Here you can
disaggregate your targets if needed. For instance: Number of articles improved and Number of articles
created.

Target. Write the total number of contents for this Wikimedia project.

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Movement_Organizers


25a. If for some reason your proposal will not measure these core metrics please provide an explanation.

(optional) If needed, you can also use this space to make any additional comments or observations

about these core metrics. 1000 character limit

26. What other information will you be collecting to learn about the impact of your work? (optional) 1500
characters limit

27. What tools would you use to measure each metric selected? Please refer to the guide for a list
of tools. You can also write that you are not sure and need support. 500 character limit

28. How do you hope to share these results so that others can learn from them?

Create a video of our experience

Make a short presentation of the experience

Create a training workshop to show others what we learned

Share results on social media

Share results with our communities

Participate in one on one peer sharing sessions with other grantees

Develop learning material for other users

Share it on Meta-Wiki

I would like to receive support from the Foundation to discover how I can share my learning

Other

Financial Proposal

29. What is the amount you are requesting from WMF? Please provide this amount in your local
currency.

29a. What is this amount in US Currency (to the best of your knowledge)?

30. Select Currency Type from the list provided.

31. Please provide a budget for the amount of funding requested. You can use this space to
describe your expenses in the level of detail that you think is important to fully understand your
financial needs and expenses. Alternatively, you can upload your budget as an additional
document. We recommend using this template. If you use the template, please remember to make

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e3FG_8_2w7cIYu9mHfpv_z1n6ZRU6CL8MbgZ-elr4hU/edit#heading=h.oe488o2yhrr0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-I7F2rwXc2EEI5nld5AIkAeCacnr4p0jKPhn-p3_PTM/edit#gid=1249909749


a copy of the sheets to work on your budget and give us access to it in Google Sheets once you
have uploaded it here. You can also modify your copied version of the template according to the
level of detail you think is necessary to provide. You are free to use any other budget formats too.
1000 character max

32. Optional: Please Upload The Budget For The Amount Of Funding
Requested.

33. What do you do to make sure there is a good management of funds? 1000 character max

34. How will you contribute towards creating a supportive environment for participants using the
UCOC and Friendly Space Policy? 1000 characters max

35. Please use this optional space to upload any documents that you feel are important for further
understanding your proposal. (optional)

Upload Other Documents

36. I verify I have reviewed or added my banking information.

Final Message

By submitting your proposal/funding request you agree that you are in agreement with the Application
Privacy Statement, WMF Friendly Space Policy, and the Universal Code of Conduct. Thank you for
your time and your ideas. We will be sharing feedback on your application.

37. I have read the WMF Friend Space Policy and Universal Code of Conduct.

https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Legal:Grant_Application_Form_Privacy_Statement
https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Legal:Grant_Application_Form_Privacy_Statement
https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Friendly_space_policy
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Universal_Code_of_Conduct/Policy_text

